Southeastern Oklahoma State University
Cart/Utility Safety Training Program

Outline

All cart operators will be required to demonstrate the knowledge and ability to perform basic operating instructions as part of the SOSU Cart/Utility Vehicle Safety Training Program. The following outlines the topics that will be covered during the SOSU Cart Safety Training Program which should be used for safe operation of carts.

1) Daily Inspections
2) Safe Operating Procedures
3) Rules For Riders

Participants will need to complete all of the following categories included in the training session before they are authorized to operate a cart/utility vehicle on campus:

✓ Read and understand the SOSU Cart/Utility Vehicle Operating Policy
✓ View the training video
✓ Complete a quiz about the training video
✓ Demonstrate safe operating techniques by completing the practical exercise
✓ Sign the Statement of Understanding

*The Cart/Utility Vehicle Safety Training Program is provided by contacting the Southeastern Oklahoma State University Public Safety Office at 745-2868.